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Abstract—This paper presents the modeling of a photovoltaic
system under complex shading conditions. The approach inte-
grates a complete PV array with each cell modeled separately
including shadow coefficients depending on a percentage of area
impacted and the level of irradiance (named shaded opacity).
A dedicated global maximum power point tracking algorithm
is developed taking into account all behavior of the system,
in particular, under compound shading conditions. The Hybrid
Bond-Graph tool is chosen to facilitate the modeling of the energy
flows of the inner of PV cell, between the cells, panels and boost
converters in the aim of future work in complex micro-grid and
energy conversion.

Index Terms—MPPT, shading, PV model, shadow area, PV
power losses.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, solar or photovoltaic (PV) systems

has received much attention, especially for the ease of imple-

mentation and for its applications in rural and urban areas.

A PV system is composed commonly of an arrangement of

several components as: a) solar panels, b) MPPTs, c) DC-DC

converters, and d) DC-AC inverters. Main factors that affect

the conversion of solar energy to electricity (energy losses) are:

1) climatic and environmental factors (presence of obstacles

between sunlight and solar panels, temperature increases), 2)

inefficiency associated with properties of conversion of the

semiconductors used in the manufacture (e.g: Crystalline-Si

cells 25.6%), and c) operating factors (work points of system

devices). In this paper, we will address the problem of finding

the ideal working point of one or several solar panels. This

is an open problem in this area, for which we propose an

algorithm based on the development of a high precision model

of solar panels. That allows us to make increments of variable

size of the load resistance thus achieving small variations of

the slope 1/R. This allows us to compare very close points

of the I-V curve. Inevitably, allow us to evaluate the power

produced by the system, and finding also the points of slope

0 where are the local maximum power point (LMPP) and the

global maximum power point (GMPP).

It exists several causes of PV efficiency losses related for

example to the shading such as trees, adjacent buildings or

soiling [1], [2]. This problem cause low efficiency-per-m2 in

the installed system. However, the use of this energy is affected

by shadows. PV array is a difficult forecasting source of power

highly depending on the temperature and the irradiation level.

Today, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is included in

main converters dedicated to maximize the efficiency of PV

panels. In the literature, it exists many methods to track the

maximum power point (MPP) of PV generator [3], [4] with

high efficiency in homogeneous shadow. Nevertheless, under

a partially shading condition, multiple MPP are visible on the

I-V characteristic of the PV module. The conventional MPPT

techniques may lead to the operation at a local maximum

power point not exactly the global maximum power point.

In [5]–[7], a suitable GMPP algorithm has been developed

to extract the MPP of the PV array under partial shading

conditions. Even with bypass diode protection and a MPPT

control, PV array generates low efficiency production, and

failures linked to effectiveness non-homogeneous irradiation.

The presence of the complex partial shadows affects dras-

tically the efficiency and operating state of the PV mod-

ules. Several authors have developed modeling approaches

to understand the impact of the shadows on the PV module

performances [8]. In [9] is presented a shadow coefficient PV

model. It is important to quantify and to improve the shadow

impact on the electric conditions of PV arrays [10]. In [11]

Mohapatra has suggested that it was necessary to develop an

accurate mathematical model under shading condition that al-

lows the track of maximum power at partially shaded PV array.

Its properties can easily be used for complex system such

as multi-scale and multi-energy (i.e, electrical, mechanical,

thermal, etc).

The purpose of this study consists in designing a new MPPT

algorithm using a precise PV model including the equivalent

shadow area and the level of shadow opacity. The Bond-Graph

(BG) is chosen to implement the precise PV model of each

PV cell. The BG is a graphical representation of a physical
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dynamic system allowing the conversion of the system into a

state-space representation. It can incorporate multiple domains

seamlessly and can use power variables composed of flow and

effort.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II show the

GMPP algorithm proposed. Section III shows the model and

the simulation of PV model and the MPPT proposed. Section

VI show the conclusions of paper.

II. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT)

Aim of the MPPT is optimize the use of the PV systems,

specifically to maximize the module or sting or array pho-

tovoltaic efficiency to guarantee maximum production. The

characteristics of the non-linear curve P-V are affected for the

continuous variations of environmental conditions (irradiance,

temperature, and shadows). When the PV module receives

uniform irradiation from the sun in all the cells, the power-

voltage (P-V) curve shows a unique peak [12]. But when PV

module receives partial shading, it shows multiple peaks on the

P-V curve [13]. Each peak receive the name of LMPP, and the

GMPP. In Fig(1) can see two panels, one without shadows that

produce a P-V curve with a single maximum, and the other

a panel with non-homogeneous shadows that produces three

local maximum, and a global maximum.
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Figure 1. Shadow and its influence on P-V curve

Conventional algorithms fail to find the GMPP among the

local point, which lead to reducing the overall efficiency

of the system [1]. In fact, to improve the global point

tracking capability, the literature proposes various techniques

that can be classified on conventional, non-conventional, and

hybrid (mixture between conventional and no-conventional al-

gorithms). In [14] are discussed MPPT methods of PV system

for normal and partial shading conditions. In [15] the most

popular and used MPPT techniques, PV array configurations,

system architectures and circuit topologies are discussed.

1) State of art in MPPT in ideal condition: In [16] are

shown a resume of MPPT algorithms in normal operating

conditions (i.e., without shadow). In [17] are compared the

performance quantitatively for different working conditions:

fixed step size P&O method, variable step size incremental

conductance method, and hybrid step size Beta method. The

traditional algorithms to find MPPT in a PV system without

shadow are the following:

• Perturb & observe (P&O)

• Incremental conductance (IC)

• Fractional Open Circuit Voltage (FOCV)

• Hill Climbing (HC)

2) State of art in MPPT in partial shading condition:
a) Conventional algorithms: In [17] is proposed a con-

ventional MPPT method and it is compared with Perturb and

Observe (P&O) and Incremental Conductance (INC) MPPT

method. In [18] is proposed a algorithm, and it is compare with

others two algorithms: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

and Cuckoo Search (CS). In [19] is also presented ones

tests the most commonly used MPPT methods at long term

environmental conditions and evaluated their performance. In

[20] are compared the methods: perturb and observe (PO),

incremental conductance (IC), sliding mode (SM), and fuzzy

logic (FL) tracker.

b) Meta-heuristic algorithms: In [11], [21] are presented

a review of various MPPT algorithms under partial shading

condition. The main no-conventional (meta-heuristic) algo-

rithms for PV system without shadow are the following:

• Ant colony system

• Cuckoo Search Algorithm

• Cat Swarm Optimization algorithm

• Bats algorithm

• Particle Swarm optimization

• Genetic algorithm [22]

c) Hybrid Algorithms: These algorithms mix the advan-

tages of methods that use conventional algorithms with the

advantages of methods that use meta-heuristic algorithms. In

[23] a algorithm including an artificial neural network and a

hill climbing method is proposed. In this perspective, in [5]

and [24] are proposed hybrid algorithm, compared with others

algorithms.

A. MPPT algorithm based on the modeling of the photovoltaic
system

Our proposal differs completely from those mentioned in

the state of the art. For example, in [25] describes that all

the cells of the panel have the same irradiation, temperature

and shade and therefore all produce energy in a uniform way.

Our proposal is based on the knowledge of the model that

describes the behavior of each cell of each photovoltaic panel

getting one accurate PV model. With help of Bishop model,

we incorporates to the model the avalanche effect as shown

Eq(1) and Fig(2).:

I = Iph − Io

[
e

Vc+IRs
Vt − 1

]

−Vc + IRs

Rsh

[
1 + k

(
1− Vc + IRs

Vbr

)−n
]

(1)

where Iph is the generated photo-current (A), Io is the

reverse saturation current (A), Rs is the series resistance (Ω),
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Rsh is the shunt resistances (Ω), Vbr is the breakdown voltage

(V ), k and n are constants.
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Figure 2. Current -Voltage characteristic of PV cell of TENESOL 2200 during
reverse biased region

1) Proposed model: The proposed model takes into account

the electrical and thermal behaviour of each PV cell of a PV

module. The configuration of a cell interconnection circuit

suitable for powering a given application is obtained by

calculating the number of cells in series needed to generate a

convenient voltage Vo(t), and the number of strings in parallel

needed to produce sufficient current Io(t). Normally, a PV

panel is composed on a set of cells (e.g., 36, 60, 72), and a

set of bypass-diodes.
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Figure 3. General schematic of the proposed PV-module model

In Fig. (3), we shows the general schematic proposed.

The model inputs represents the environmental variables such

as solar irradiation, temperature, matrix of shadow and the

electrical parameters of PV cells. The model outputs are PV

module voltage and PV module current, done variations on

the load resistance.

III. IMPLEMENTATION PV MODEL

The problem of obtaining a continuous simulation (24/7) of

the photovoltaic production from the bishop model is solved

using cosimulation. The model is able to emulate the behavior

of panel, string or array from the environmental information,

characteristics of the panels and its connections.

• Model of interchange of energy (bondgraph) that de-

scribed the behaviour of PV system is to do in the

software 20sim,

• Matlab is in charge of making changes in the value of the

input variables (temperature, irradiation, shadow factor)

that allows us to have 1440 simulations (24hx60min).
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Figure 4. Cosimulation 20sim-matlab

2) Experimentation and validation PV model: In the lab-

oratory of the LAAS-CNRS located in Toulouse-France. For

the validation of the model of the photovoltaic panel under a

scenario of shadows. In Fig. 5 can see some sheets of paper

are placed in front of a PV module (Tenesol 2200) during the

March, 22nd, 2018.

Figure 5. Photo of module Tenesol 2200 with shadows 22-03-2018

With the help of a meteorological station, a pyranometer and

a pair of thermocouples placed on the panel, solar radiation

and temperature are measured. In Fig(6) can be seen the

irradiation and temperature of the day 22-03-2018.
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Figure 6. a) Irradiance b) Temperature
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In fig(7) can be see the results of the co-simulation. These

are 1440 lines of different color that form a 3D surface. The

impact produced by the shadow on the photovoltaic panel

can be seen on the curve voltage-time-power in fig(7(a)) and

voltage-time-current infig(7(a)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a)Simulation of the curve P versus V of one day (b )Simulation
of the curve I versus V of one day

A. MPPT algorithm based on model

The algorithm that we propose is based on the precise

modeling of the photovoltaic cell, photovoltaic panel, bypass

diodes, and anti-return diodes. The PV model with shadows

properties is integrated into the system to see the electrical

behavior of the whole system in complex shading conditions.

In Fig(8), we show the algorithm propose to find the GMPPT.

Algorithm is divided on two parts:

• First part is the algorithm of PV model with shadow,

based on the evaluation of the set equations that describe

the behavior I-V and P-V of the system with steps of

current no-nonuniform. The panel model produces 61

equation differentials (ED). It is necessary to carry out

a variation of the Resistance of Load (RL) from an

initial value RL=∞Ω to RL=0 Ω for to get the I-

V curve. For the set of ED is impossible to find a

response analytically. Therefore, it is necessary to find

a solution using numerical methods. We used a method

called backward differentiation formula (BDF) to address

the above issue. Its methods approximate the derivative

of that function using information from already computed

times. A BDF is used to solve the initial value problem

y′ = f(t, y), y(t0) = y0 and to solve the I-V curve∑s
n=0 akyn+k = hβf(tn+s, yn+s), where h is the step

size, tn is to+ nh.

• and second part the algorithm of MPPT, consists in that

with the information of the power curve in each instant

of the time P(t). We can obtain the sequence of value

P (t) = P (0), P (1)...P (n). Thereupon, we can find the

value maximum of P(t).
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Figure 8. MPPT algorithm based on precise PV model

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS OF MPPT

To show the application of the MPPT model, a different

shadow pattern is chosen. In Fig(9(a)) is showed a photogra-

phy of a PV panel (Tenesol 2200) with two shadows which

produces three peaks. The area of shadow of one PV cell

is 50% and the other 23%. The experimentation tests are

performed during the February, 9th, 2018 at 12:06PM with

a solar irradiation of 387.80W/m2 and a cell temperature of

19◦C. Fig. (9(b)) shows the I-V curve in normal operating

and the I-V curves comparison between the experimental test

under complex shading and the I-V model. In this case the

MSE is equal to 3%.
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(b)

Figure 9. (a) Photo of a PV panel with shadow, (b) Validation Curve I-V

In Fig(10) is showed the results of the algorithm proposed.

In Fig(10 (a)) can seen the current-voltage curve, with three

peaks of V-I. In Fig(10 (b)) can been the three peaks of the

power-voltage curve; two are LMPP and one is GMPP. In third

curve. In Fig(10 (c)) can seen the evolution on time of the

MPPT algorithm; first it find a LMPP and to next the GMPP.

In Fig(10 (d) can be seen the delta dirac signal indicating

that the δ P value increased. The point of GMPP is Vgmpp =

21.28V , Igmpp = 5.61A.
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Figure 10. a) I-V curve, b) P-V curve, c) Evolution over time of the MPPT
algorithm, d) Detection of GMPP

The simulation of the MPPT was probed also connected

to a boost converter under complex shading conditions. The

system was composed of inputs parameters, PV panel, MPPT,

boost-converter, and load. The voltage of MPPT is Vgmpp =

21.28V, Igmpp = 5.61A, voltage of output 41.6v. Parameters

of the boost converter are : Lin=47μH, C=10μC. therefore,

the duty cycle of boost converter D= V o
V o−V i= 50%.

V. EVOLUTION OF THE MPPT ON TIME

As the model shown in the previous section works properly

for a moment of time, we decided to check that it works in the

same way for an entire day. The shadow is the same that the

Fig(fig:model). In Fig(11) and Fig(12) can be seen, compared

the 3D surface obtained in the real system and the model:

• the surfaces 3D (Voltage,time and power) obtained by

MPPT EKO-M160 are the figures (a) and the surface

obtained by model are the figures (a).

• the evolution of the red line, which shows how the maxi-

mum power transfer point changes during the day due to

changes in solar radiation, temperature and shadows.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A precise model of each cell was performed integrating

shadow properties to see its electric behavior. We obtained

a precise model of a photovoltaic array that allows us to

obtain valuable information from the system. The algorithm

MPPT was tested and its efficiency is validated for different

shadow conditions. We solve the problem of how to find the

appropriate size of the voltage step in the P-V curve. In the

section of results we can corroborate the correct detection of

our MPPT. A boost converter was used with the MPPT to

validate the correct performance of the strategy. This method-

ology will allow us to use it for the design of photovoltaic

systems as converter and inverters; and in general of the

PV conversion chain. Also, it will be used in new research

that take into account the impact of shadows on photovoltaic

production. This methodology can be used in the detection

and diagnostic of faults in photovoltaic systems. This can help

in the improvement of the lifetime of PV systems. It can be

employed in real time simulations.
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